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An essential discussion
prior to the EU elections
The extreme right wing is on the rise. And there are signs
that part of the political mainstream in Europe, the US,
and beyond is considering going along with far-right
populist parties and their divisive, ethno-nationalist
programmes.
Europe at the Crossroads is an urgent scholarly response to
the sociopolitical challenges that far-right programmes
pose to the idea of a more egalitarian world. It offers an
interdisciplinary explanation and critique of the dynamics
of the far right in Europe – from Poland to the UK, from
Sweden to Greece. The authors present immediate alternatives when tackling the exclusionary rhetoric and the
politics of resentment.
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In formulating alternatives for a ‘social Europe’, each
contributor critically assesses the current advance of farright populism and the threat to liberal democracy since
the global financial crisis of 2008 and the European refugee movement of 2015. Each chapter addresses the historical roots and normalization of the extreme right, whether
Orbanism in Central and Eastern Europe since 2014, the
Brexit campaign and referendum in the UK in 2016. As
the slogan ‘Fortress Europe’ – once a pejorative term –
now appeals to large numbers of voters, the authors also
analyse the flash points in the run-up to the European
Parliament elections in May 2019.
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